Leasing Activities Information

U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Gulf of Mexico OCS Region

LEASE SALE 249 STATISTICS
As of October 20, 2017

| 0 Tracts in Phase 1 - Bids Deemed Acceptable | 90 Total Tracts |
| 48 Tracts in Phase 2 - Bids Deemed Acceptable | 48 Tracts - Bids Deemed Acceptable |
| 48 Total Tracts - Bids Deemed Acceptable | - 0 Tracts - Bids Rejected |
| - 0 Tracts - Bids Forfeited | 42 Tracts Remaining |

Bids on the following tracts were deemed acceptable on October 20, 2017, in Phase 2 of Sale 249. The tracts are listed in Company Number order.

PHASE 2 ACCEPTANCES BY SUBMITTER

00078  Chevron U.S.A. Inc.
        G36108  Alaminos Canyon  770
        G36112  Alaminos Canyon  860

00276  Exxon Mobil Corporation
        G36143  Mississippi Canyon  866

00689  Shell Offshore Inc.
        G36102  Alaminos Canyon  336
        G36103  Alaminos Canyon  337
        G36104  Alaminos Canyon  381
        G36110  Alaminos Canyon  816

02058  LLOG Exploration Offshore, L.L.C.
        G36134  Mississippi Canyon  629

02219  Anadarko US Offshore LLC
        G36099  East Breaks  818
        G36100  East Breaks  862

03238  LLOG Bluewater Holdings, L.L.C.
        G36178  Walker Ridge  23

03362  Deep Gulf Energy III, LLC
        G36135  Mississippi Canyon  745
        G36146  De Soto Canyon  705

PAY OFF DATE ON THE ABOVE LEASES IS: November 7, 2017